Buick 2001 park avenue

The Buick Park Avenue is a full-size car built by Buick. The nameplate was first used in for an
appearance option package on the Electra Limited. It became an Electra trim level in and its own
model starting in the model year after the Electra was discontinued. There were two generations
of the Park Avenue that were manufactured in the United States until Park Avenue first
appeared as an appearance package on the Buick Electra Limited. It included similar seats to
the Cadillac Sixty Special , optional full center console, Buick ci V8 , posi-traction, 15" rallye
sport wheels, rear automatic leveling, optional leather, optional Air Cushion Restraint System ,
remote mirror with thermometer, and automatic climate control. The cars were largely the same
except for some styling revisions and added emissions systems. Park Avenue, previously an
appearance option package, became an official trim level on the Electra in Cosmetically, a
different grille and redesigned tail lights were the only notable cosmetic changes that year but
brought a redesigned, flat front end and a subtly different taillight treatment featuring a Buick
crest and bisecting horizontal silver line. A more extensive redesign occurred for the model
year. Park Avenue remained the top trim on the Buick Electra, it was redesigned along with the
rest of the Electra line up moving to the front wheel drive GM C-Body. For , Buick introduced the
Park Avenue Ultra trim level. The Ultra was essentially an upgrade to the Electra Park Avenue
line, and featured a standard leather interior with dual way power front seats shared with
Cadillac's restyled Cadillac Fleetwood Sixty Special , lower-body accent exterior paint
treatment, distinctive thick-padded vinyl top with limousine-style rear-window surround
available only on Ultra , simulated burled elm trim on the doors and instrument panel, unique
aluminum wheels, anti-lock brakes, chromed B-pillar moldings, specific grille and tail lamps,
leather-wrapped steering wheel, electronic instrumentation, padded glove-compartment door,
unique interior door panel trim, and a variety of otherwise minor changes. With its long list of
standard equipment, the Park Avenue Ultra carried a higher base price than Cadillac's Sedan de
Ville. The Park Avenue Ultra did not gain much popular recognition, however, until the following
generation of Park Avenue where the "Ultra" badge offered even more features. The Buick Park
Avenue Essence was a concept car designed and engineered by the Buick division of General
Motors to showcase advanced technology and styling. First shown in in a light green metallic
color, the Essence made rounds through the auto show circuits later in a light white. Inside the
Essence was a wide, sweeping instrument panel that housed a prototype Delco Navicar
navigation system among other innovations. Smooth, graceful body lines forecast the eventual
production Park Avenue, introduced in It was previewed by the Park Avenue Essence show car
and the Park Avenue's silhouette was often compared to that of contemporary Jaguars and
many of its styling cues, which included a large 'dollar-grin' grille mounted to the hood, rounded
lines, and full-width tail lamps. These styling cues made their way to other Buick models
restyled in the s. The Park Avenue was Buick's largest front wheel drive sedan, but the even
larger rear wheel drive Roadmaster returned to the lineup in for the station wagon and for the
sedan. While not the largest vehicle offered by Buick, as that distinction belonged to the
Roadmaster , the Park Avenue was the most luxurious and considered the flagship of the
marque. This generation saw the installation of Dynaride, which was an air compressor that
would pressurize the rear Chapman Struts to maintain a level overall ride height. A badge was
installed on the dashboard to the left of the steering column on all vehicles equipped. It was not
available on vehicles equipped with Gran Touring Suspension. The base model Park Avenue
came with a 3. Starting in , the Ultra came with a 3. The Park Avenue received various exterior
and interior cosmetic changes, as well as powertrain updates, during this run. Some of the new
options and features added to the first generation included driver and later passenger airbags,
dual zone climate control, traction control, and variable-effort steering Ultra only. The Park
Avenue was available in Europe from to and varied from the North American version by
featuring a truncated taillamps with separate amber turn signal indicators and red brake lamps,
wider numberplate bezel, fitment of rear red fog lamps, headlamps with different lens pattern,
white front side running markers, amber front turn signal indicators, side turn signal repeaters,
"flagpole" external rear-view mirrors mirrors on US version are fixed and do not turn , stronger
seat belt and anchors, "softer" air bags, metric speedometer and gauges. They are to comply
with the European regulatory and safety standards. This move was to reduce the "cluttered"
model range that confused the European consumers. European - spec Park Avenue. An updated
Park Avenue was released in October as a model and was now built on GM's G platform ;
however GM chose to continue to refer to it as the C platform, but was stronger and more
substantial than its predecessor. The base trim featured a hood ornament while the Ultra had a
less conspicuous tri-shield inset on the upper edge of the grille. For , the base model's cloth
interior was dropped as an option in favor of now standard leather trim. Ultrasonic rear park
assist was a new option that year as well. For , trademark Buick " Ventiports " returned on the
Park Avenue Ultra along with a bolder grille that carried a larger monochromatic tri-shield badge

in the center. New 17 inch wheels, a revised interior and revised instrument cluster were
changed for the model year on the Ultra. For , the final model year in North America, base Park
Avenues received a revised grille, and the previously Ultra-exclusive Ventiports. Also, the rear
fascia was redone across the model line with a prominent chrome bar above the license plate
holder with an embossed Park Avenue script and amber turn signal flashers. The last 3, of 7,
Park Avenues carried Special Edition badging that featured the namesake script underneath a
silhouette of the New York City skyline. Production ended on June 18, The standard engines
were the 2. The 3 litre engine was rated It was discontinued in China in October From Wikipedia,
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